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Abstract
In this work, we propose to reconstruct a complete 3-D model of an
unknown object by fusion of visual and tactile information while the object
is grasped. Assuming the object is symmetric, a first hypothesis of its
complete 3-D shape is generated. A grasp is executed on the object with
a robotic manipulator equipped with tactile sensors. Given the detected
contacts between the fingers and the object, the initial full object model
including the symmetry parameters can be refined. This refined model
will then allow the planning of more complex manipulation tasks.
The main contribution of this work is an optimal estimation approach
for the fusion of visual and tactile data applying the constraint of object symmetry. The fusion is formulated as a state estimation problem
and solved with an iterated extended Kalman filter. The approach is validated experimentally using both artificial and real data from two different
robotic platforms.
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Introduction

Manipulation and grasping of unknown objects is one of the great challenges
in service robotics. One reason for this is that in many real-world scenarios,
grasping is only the first step in a sequence of more complex object manipulation actions. To plan such a sequence, having a complete 3-D model is useful for
example to decide how to grasp the object or to avoid obstacles in a constrained
space. Although several vision-based methods exist for grasping unknown objects (e.g. Saxena et al. [2008], Jiang et al. [2011], Popovic et al. [2011]), they
are in general not concerned with creating a complete 3-D object as they are
only inferring a grasp that is useful for pick and place tasks.
3-D reconstruction from a single viewpoint is only possible with additional
assumptions on object shape. In this paper, we consider objects possessing
planar symmetry which is the most general kind of symmetry that subsumes all
the others [Thrun and Wegbreit, 2005]. Especially man-made objects usually
possess one or more symmetries, as underlined by Marton et al. [2011] who
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analyzed five different databases containing models of objects for daily use. Only
around 25% of these could not be described by symmetric geometric primitives
such as boxes or cylinders. Moreover, many objects in the remaining 25% also
possess a planar symmetry.
Besides using vision, 3-D models of objects can be generated through tactile exploration and probing (e.g., Bierbaum et al. [2008]). However, because
tactile exploration is limited to exploring only a small local area at a time, the
alignment of the local models is challenging and the generation of a complete
3-D model is often too slow for practical applications.
In this paper, we present a method for reconstructing a symmetric 3-D object by fusion of visual and tactile information. We will show that due to the
complementary nature of the two senses, the resulting model is closer to the true
object shape compared to using visual or tactile information alone. Moreover,
the model is created while the unknown object is grasped and no additional
exploratory probing actions are necessary. The visual estimation is based on
the idea presented in Bohg et al. [2011] where a symmetry assumption was used
to generate grasp hypotheses for unknown objects.
The main contribution of this work is an optimal estimation approach for the
fusion of the visual and tactile data applying the constraint of object symmetry.
The fusion is formulated as a state estimation problem and solved with an
iterative extended Kalman filter. Given a segmented point cloud acquired with
an RGB-D sensor, a complete object model is initialized by ranking different
symmetry hypotheses according to visibility constraints. A grasp plan is devised
for this object and executed with a robotic hand with tactile sensors. The initial
object model is refined based on the detected contact locations. By considering
the estimation in a statistical framework, we are able to combine the information
from the two sensors optimally under the assumptions made. The approach is
demonstrated and validated experimentally using synthetic data and real data
from two different robotic platforms.

2
2.1

Related work
Visual 3-D reconstruction

In a service robotic scenario that requires grasping of unknown objects, a limiting factor is that commonly only a point cloud from a single view is available.
Although there are approaches that enable a robot to perform pick and place
tasks based on this information, they are often combined with reactive grasping
methods to allow for robustness against uncertainty in object shape. For more
complex manipulation planning or learning new object models a full 3-D model
is desirable.
To extrapolate the non-visible 3-D structure from a single frontal view, assumptions can be introduced that reflect recurrent structures in our every-day
environment. Examples include the reconstruction of indoor building models by
constraining planes to be orthogonal [Lee et al., 2009], the reconstruction of the
surface of revolution objects [Colombo et al., 2005] or of symmetric piecewise
planar objects [Xue et al., 2011], by assuming that objects can be presented by
simple geometric shapes (cylinders or cuboids) [Natarajan et al., 2011] or of objects with a symmetry plane [Bohg et al., 2011]. As has been shown by Marton
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et al. [2011] and Thrun and Wegbreit [2005], planar symmetry is very common
especially in man-made objects. It is therefore a feasible assumption for object
reconstruction. However, when using visual information only, the quality of the
estimate depends on having a sufficiently good viewpoint on the object. For
example, if the image plane of the camera is parallel to the symmetry plane,
the width of the object along the viewing direction cannot be estimated. The
approach proposed in this paper extends this idea by using tactile measurements
to refine both 3-D points as well as the symmetry parameters.
A complete model can also be created by acquiring multiple views of the
object. One way to do this is to move the sensor around the object as for
example in Henry et al. [2012] where an indoor scene is mapped using an RGBD sensor. However, this is not considered in this paper as it is not practical in
all cases, e.g. when the object is in a cramped space such as a fridge or a shelf.
Another approach towards acquiring multiple views is to pick up the object
and move it in front of the camera as presented in Krainin et al. [2011]. This
however, initially requires a successful grasp. In this paper, the initial object
model is created from a single view by using the symmetry assumption. The
model can be updated by including the tactile information even if the grasp
could not be used to successfully lift the object.

2.2

Fusion of visual and tactile information for object reconstruction

In contrast to vision, tactile exploration can reveal visually occluded structure
of an object. This is achieved by detecting contact at some elements of a tactile
sensor and computing its position in the workspace using proprioceptive information, i.e., joint angles and the robot’s forward kinematics. However, only
a small local patch can be estimated at a time and many measurements have
to be combined to generate a full model of an object [Bierbaum et al., 2008,
Dragiev et al., 2011, Meier et al., 2011]. Tactile exploration is therefore very
time-consuming. Furthermore, each probing will cause the object to move. The
generation of a complete object model requires robust tracking and alignment
of the different partial point clouds.
Haidacher and Hirzinger [2003], Hebert et al. [2011] combined visual and
tactile information to estimate the pose of an object in-hand. In contrast to the
work presented in this paper, their methods require a known 3-D object model
before it is grasped.
Allen [1984] presented the powerful idea of integrating vision and touch to
generate surface descriptions. This was later extended by Allen [1988] and
Yamada et al. [1993]. An object is approximated by a set of surface patches
from stereo vision. Tactile exploration is then used to further improve the model.
The problems of the approach are similar to pure tactile exploration, that is,
many probings are needed and the object must remain immobile.
The approach presented in this paper differs from the above in two important
aspects: A single grasp action is used to collect tactile information and the
object motion during exploration is explicitly included in the model so that
it does not present a problem for the estimation. To our knowledge, no work
have been published during the last decade presenting methods for 3-D object
reconstruction by combining visual and tactile data.
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Problem description

The proposed reconstruction approach is based on a system which includes an
RGB-D camera (as for example, a stereo camera or an active sensor such as
Kinect) and a robotic arm with a gripper padded with tactile sensors. A 3-D
model of a symmetric object is created first using the point cloud of the object and a symmetry assumption. This model can be used to plan an initial
grasp. When the grasp is closed, the tactile information is used to update the
3-D model. The main challenge is to optimally combine visual and tactile information. We apply Iterated Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF) which allows
to minimize the joint uncertainty of the estimation taking into account uncertainties of both visual and tactile measurements. A parametric model is used
because the state-space is high dimensional. A non-parametric model would
require very many samples. A factorization of the state space similar in spirit
to FastSLAM might make it possible to use a non-parametric approach.

3.1

Object state modeling

The object is modeled using a point cloud representing the visible front part
of the object. Additionally, the symmetry of the object is modeled using a
symmetry plane for which the location and orientation are estimated. Finally,
also the error in object location relative to the robot coordinate frame, which
we call bias, is estimated to mainly account for the possible motion of the object
while grasping it. Implicitly, the bias includes also the uncertainty in the robotcamera calibration. All the parameters are initialized using vision and then
refined using tactile measurements in an optimal estimation framework. An
example 2-D top view can be seen in Fig. 1.
The unknown state, x, consist of bias and symmetry parameters and 3-D

points from stereo camera (front)

(b)
mirrored points (back)
symmetry line
tactile contacts (crosses)

(c)

(a)

Figure 1: 2-D visualization of estimated parameters when grasping a rectangular
object (gray box); (a) the original state; (b) bias between camera and robot
frames has been corrected; (c) the symmetry line has been positioned correctly.
The same color scheme is used in all figures with dark gray (blue) denoting
frontal points and light gray (green) denoting mirrored points in the back.
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coordinates p = (x, y, z)T of all N points in the object point cloud:
x = (b, m, p1 , ..., pN )T ,

(1)

In this paper, we make the simplifying assumption that the considered object is
placed such that one of its symmetry planes is perpendicular to the supporting
plane. Although there are exceptions, this is commonly the case in many household scenarios. This assumption allows us to model the symmetry plane as a
line in the XY plane and reduces the search space to two degrees of freedom.
Please note, that the method proposed in this paper is not limited to this case.
In the general case where the symmetry plane can take any orientation relative
to the camera, six parameters would need to be estimated. This is considered
as future work.
Following this argumentation, the bias b is represented using four parameters, rotation bθ around Z-axis and translation bT = (bx , by , bz )T in XYZ coordinates. A point p is transformed using the estimated bias parameters as
pb = fb (p, bθ , bT ) = Rz (bθ )p + bT ,

(2)

where Rz (·) refers to the rotation around Z-axis. The symmetry line is defined
by two parameters, rotation mθ and distance from the origin mr , and the line
equation becomes xcos(mθ ) + ysin(mθ ) = mr . For estimating the occluded
backside of an object, the original points are mirrored across the symmetry
line. For point p the corresponding mirrored point is
pm =fm (p, mr , mθ )


xcos(2mθ ) + ysin(2mθ ) − 2mr sin(mθ )
=  xsin(2mθ ) + ycos(2mθ ) + 2mr cos(mθ )  .
z

(3)

Just like the original points, also the mirrored point coordinates have to be
corrected using the bias parameters. By plugging Equation (3) into (2), we
have
pm+b = fm+b (p, b, m) = fb (fm (p, m), b).
(4)
A step-by-step procedure for using this fusion method, omitting the covariance initializations, can be enumerated as follows:
1. Calibrate camera relative to robot base to obtain the matrix R TC , i.e.,
transformation from the camera to the robot base coordinate frame.
2. Capture point cloud of the scene.
3. Segment the object to get a point cloud consisting of N points p̄n in
camera coordinates.Transform them to the robot base frame by computing
pn =R TC p̄n .
4. Estimate the initial object symmetry parameters mr,init and mθ,init .
5. Grasp the object with a gripper equipped with tactile sensors using coarse
knowledge from vision. Using the known forward kinematics of the robot
arm and gripper, find M contact points Tj in the robot frame.
6. Initialize the Kalman filter state x with b set to zero.
5

7. Update the Kalman filter state x with the measurements Tj using an
IEKF.
The estimation of the initial symmetry plane (Step 4) is introduced in Section 4.
Although the proposed method is not restricted to a specific set of contact
locations, we simplify grasp planning (Step 5) by only considering top grasps.
How the grasp is generated is not relevant for applying the method. Different
strategies are used based on how the initial object symmetry parameters are
estimated. As will be explained later in more detail, the wrist orientation of
the grasp has to be roughly aligned with the initial estimate to ensure tactile
contacts on both of its sides. Note that with the method presented in Section 4.1,
the symmetry parameter mr,init is initialized while the object is grasped, i.e.,
steps 4 and 5 are reversed. Section 5 describes the sensor fusion method (Steps 6
and 7) for combining visual and tactile data based on state estimation approach
using IEKF. In the next section, the general state estimation framework is
explained.

3.2

State Estimation with IEKF

The measurement model relating the tactile input to the state is non-linear.
Therefore, the standard Kalman filter is not suitable and Iterated Extended
Kalman filter (IEKF) is used (Simon [2006]). IEKF is favored over the more
common EKF because of the strong non-linearity of the measurement model,
where the iterative nature of IEKF gives superior performance. The initial state
xinit and its associated uncertainty Pinit is based on the visual measurements,
as will be described in Sec. 4. A priori estimates and covariances are marked
with − and a posteriori are marked with + . All covariance initializations are
explained separately in Sec. 5.2.
IEKF is initialized as
x+
0

= xinit

P+
0

= Pinit .

(5)

For every grasp k = 1, 2, . . . that is applied to the object, a new round of
iterations is started to refine the previous state estimate xk−1 based on the
current set of contact points Tj .
The object may move during the grasp which we model as normally distributed additive noise wk−1 ∼ N (0, Q) with non-zero variance on the bias
term. Therefore, the prediction step of the IEKF is
x−
k,0

= x+
k−1

P−
k,0

= P+
k−1 + Qk−1 .

(6)

A more accurate dynamic model could be achieved by tracking the point cloud
during the grasp. However, we want to be able to update the object model before
further actions after the grasp are performed. Therefore the tracking would have
to work with potentially erratic movements and strong occlusions caused by the
gripper or the environment. Visual tracking under these conditions is still an
open research problem and therefore out of scope for this paper. However, this
is considered as future work.
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By iterating the following equations until convergence, the initial state estimate x+
k,0 is refined:

∂ T̃ 

∂x xk,i +

−1
T
−
T
= P−
k,0 Hk,i Hk,i Pk,0 Hk,i + R

Hk,i =
Kk,i
P+
k,i+1

= (I −

(7)

Kk,i Hk,i ) P−
k,0



−
+
−
+
x+
k,i+1 = xk,0 + Kk,i y − T̃(xk,i ) − Hk,i (xk,0 − xk,i )

where T̃(x) is the measurement model for the tactile sensors, described in
Sec. 5.1. In the experiments of this paper, only a single grasp is executed,
k = 1, but several iterations of the IEKF update step are performed to reach
convergence, i = 1, 2, . . ..

4

State Initialization

The state x includes bias and mirroring parameters and object point coordinates
all referenced in the robot coordinate frame. To initialize these, a point cloud
of the scenes is reconstructed with e.g. a stereo camera or a Kinect. After
segmenting the object from the background (details in Section 6), the resulting
point cloud is transformed from the camera into the robot coordinate frame
using the known transform R TC .
The object point coordinates pn in the state can be directly initialized from
this transformed point cloud. The bias term b compensates for two different
error sources. First, we have the object movement during grasping which can be
included in the initial bias term by computing the difference between predicted
contact points and the actual ones. Second, the bias term implicitly includes
the error in R TC , which is assumed to be zero mean.
Initializing the symmetry parameters m is however more involved. Two
separate methods are compared in this paper, first a simple approach using
principal component analysis (PCA) and integrating information from a parallel
jaw gripper, and a more advanced image-based method which finds symmetry
parameters by optimizing over visibility constraints.

4.1

Symmetry Initialization combining Visual and Proprioceptive Sensing

As previously mentioned, we assume that the object is standing on a supporting
surface (i.e. a table) whose normal is aligned with the gravity vector. Furthermore, we assume that one of the symmetry planes of the object is parallel to the
surface normal. This way, we reduce the parameter space of the symmetry plane
from six to two degrees of freedom. By performing PCA on the partial point
cloud projected onto the table, we can compute its principal components ea and
eb as visualized in Fig. 2(a). For this symmetry initialisation method, the first
component and Z-axis (direction of gravity) defines the orientation mθ,init of
the symmetry plane.
For initializing the distance mr,init of the plane from the point cloud’s origin
c, one possibility would be to let it equal the minor eigenvalue. For this to be an
7
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Figure 2: Visualization of the two methods for symmetry initialization. Both
methods use PCA to determine the major and minor principal components ea
and eb of the point cloud in the XY-plane. The left method can vary the distance
r of the symmetry plane to the point cloud center c. The best hypothesis
is chosen based on the position of the gripper center when having the object
grasped from the top. The right method can vary distance r and orientation
θ of the symmetry plane. The best hypothesis is the one violating visibility
constraints the least.
accurate initial estimate, two conditions have to be fulfilled. First, the object
has to have a well defined top as e.g. a cylinder and second, the viewing angle
is such that the camera can see the front half of the object and its top.
However, some objects, like bottles, resemble more of a cone with no welldefined top. The camera sees only its front half and the object’s thickness
would therefore be underestimated when it is based on the minor eigenvalue. We
therefore propose to use the aperture of the gripper during the grasp for defining
mr,init . To do this, the gripper is moved to grasp the object orthogonally to
the symmetry plane directly from above using the widest possible jaw opening.
One of the jaws is placed 10mm in front of the desired contact location on the
segmented point cloud. The gripper is then closed until sufficient tactile contact
is measured. The mirroring plane location is set to the center point of the grasp.
This is visualized in Fig. 2(a).
During the grasp, the object might move. This is captured in the bias
parameters. They are initialized based on the difference between the detected
contact points on the object front part after performing the grasp and the
estimated contact points on the original segmented point cloud before grasping.
Due to the partial view of the object, calibration inaccuracies or motion,
there is usually an error especially in the orientation of the mirroring plane
after this initialization. We will show that including the contact points to refine
the initial state estimate improves the accuracy of the reconstructed full object
shape.
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Figure 3: A camera looking at an object on the table plane. Occupied space is
labeled by solid bold lines. Occluded areas are labeled by dashed lines. Mirrored
points can be one of four different cases. 1. Mirrored point on original cloud.
2. Mirrored point in occluded space. 3. Mirrored point in front of segmented
cloud. 4. Mirrored point in free space but not in front of segmented cloud.

4.2

Symmetry Initialization using Visibility Constraints

In our previous work [Bohg et al., 2011], we have shown that we can exploit
visibility constraints to predict the complete 3D shape of an object. Given a
partial object point cloud reconstructed from one viewpoint, we can subdivide
the 3D space into free, occupied and occluded space as visualized in Fig. 3.
When mirroring object points across an estimated symmetry plane to predict
the complete shape, new points cannot be in space that is known to be free.
For exploiting these visibility constraints, we follow a generate-and-test scheme
in which we create a number of hypotheses for a symmetry plane and rank them
by penalizing mirrored points in free space. As in the previous method, we perform PCA on the partial point cloud projected to the supporting plane. This
gives us the major and minor eigenvector ea and eb . Different from the previous method, we use ea as a seed for generating a whole set of symmetry plane
hypotheses by varying their distance r to the center of mass c of the point cloud
and their orientation θ relative to ea . This is visualized in Fig. 2(b).
Given that we use O orientations and D distances, the set of symmetry
plane hypotheses S will have cardinality O × D. Each hypotheses is ranked
based on the number of mirrored points in free space. The initial symmetry
plane hypotheses for fusing it with the tactile information is then chosen to be
the one with the minimum amount of mirrored points in free space. This value
can be thresholded to discard symmetry plane hypotheses that violate too many
viewing constraints. These cases usually occur when the true symmetry plane
of the object is parallel or almost parallel to the viewing direction. For a more
detailed description of this method, we refer to our previous work [Bohg et al.,
2011].
In our previous work, we used the optimal symmetry plane for determining
the wrist orientation of a grasp. The approach vector was another free parameter that was optimized based on the reconstructed shape. Since in this paper
grasp synthesis is not the focus, we simplify this problem by only considering
top grasps. For this symmetry initialization, the approach vector is aligned
with the gravity vector and pointed towards the center of mass of the mirrored
9

point cloud. The wrist is aligned with the vector perpendicular to the major
eigenvector. Once the hand is in this pre-grasp position, the fingers are closed
until contact is established.
Another difference to our previous work is that we have chosen the eigenvector as a seed for the hypothesis set that is most perpendicular to the viewing
direction. This helped to maximize the occluded object shape that gets reconstructed. In this paper, we always choose the major eigenvector as it is used to
determine the wrist orientation of the top grasp. The resulting object model is
more likely to fulfill the requirements that 3D points are close to the contact
points of the hand. These requirements will be explained in more detail in the
next section.

5

Fusion of visual and tactile information

Given the initial estimates for the symmetry plane as described above, the
Kalman filter state x can be initialized. This section describes how the state
estimate is updated using a tactile measurement.

5.1

Tactile measurements

The set of tactile measurements
T = (T1 , ..., TM )T

(8)

consists of XYZ locations Tj = (Tjx , Tjy , Tjz )T of the M tactile sensor element
”pixels” with non-zero tactile measurements, i.e., every tactile element which
is in contact with the object. The location is obtained in the robot base frame
using forward kinematics. The measurement model T̃(x) then predicts the measurements based on the state. In addition to the locations of the tactile sensor
elements, also their normal vectors are known, but these are only indirectly
used as shown below. In the following only one tactile ”pixel” T without index is used to simplify notation, as the equations can be extended trivially to
the real case of having multiple tactile contacts. For the measurement model
a correspondence between tactile contact locations and object points must be
established. This places some requirements on the relation between grasp and
symmetry plane. Basically, when the grasp is closed, contact points have to be
on both sides of the symmetry plane. This can be achieved by either choosing
the wrist orientation of the grasp based on the initial symmetry plane or by
searching for an initial symmetry plane seeded by the vector with which the
wrist is aligned. In this paper, we choose the latter option.
A simple approach would be to determine maximally likely correspondences,
resulting in an iterative closest point (ICP) type approach. This could be done
in a probabilistic framework, taking into account the uncertainty of the current
parameters in the measurement model, therefore giving a prediction with both
location T and its covariance C, as described in Sec. 5.2. The probability that
point pn ∼ N (T, C) belongs to the distribution defined by T and C is given by
probability p(pn |T, C). We could find the point pn for which the probability
would be maximal. However, this would result in each tactile measurement
only affecting the location of a single point in the point cloud, which would be
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problematic because there are typically many points for which the likelihood is
approximately equal due to the uncertainty of mirror and bias parameters.
Therefore, instead of ICP, we consider an Expectation Maximization (EM)
inspired approach, where the correspondences are modeled as latent variables.
The estimation is based on maximizing the expected value rather than the finding the maximum likelihood correspondence. As already mentioned, the conditional probability that a point corresponds to a particular tactile measurement
is p(pn |T, C), which can be understood as a weight. Moreover, to avoid infinite
support, small weights will be zeroed. To have a statistically motivated cutoff
threshold, the squared Mahalanobis distance, D2 (pn ) = (pn −T)T C−1 (pn −T),
is calculated. One benefit of Mahalanobis distance is that is is unitless. When
the data is normally distributed, the squared Mahalanobis distance follows χ2
distribution with n degrees of freedom, χ2n , in our case with three dimensional
coordinates n = 3. Therefore, a limit for the squared Mahalanobis distance
can be established which includes certain part of the whole distribution. In this
case the limit which includes 95% was selected which gives the limit D2 < 7.815.
The weights are then defined as
(
p(pn |T, C) if D2 (pn , T, C) < 7.815
wn (pn ) =
(9)
0
elsewhere
Following the EM idea, these weights (conditional probabilities), normalized
such that their sum is one, represent the probabilities of points corresponding to
a particular measurement. The expected measurement for frontal points after
applying bias is equal to
E[T̃b ] = PN

N
X

1

n=1

wb,n

wb,n pb,n ,

(10)

n=1

where pb,n is the point pn after applying the bias, and wb,n is the corresponding
weight. The predicted location of the tactile element is formed as a weighted
sum of biased point locations. Similarly for mirrored and biased points in the
back of the object, the measurement model is E[T̃m+b ].
The prediction uncertainty of a tactile measurement varies depending on
the density of the point cloud close to that measurement. This must be taken
into account in the measurement model to make sure that single erroneously
located object points do not affect the fusion performance. One way would be
to change the measurement uncertainty R in the Kalman filter to be inversely
proportional to the sum of weights, so that smaller weight would indicate higher
uncertainty. Here, the same effect has been achieved by scaling the residuals
between real and estimated measurements by first calculating
ab,i =

N
X

wb,n,i

and

am+b,i =

i=1

N
X

wm+b,n,i ,

(11)

i=1

for each tactile element i. The goal during the state estimation is then to mina
am+b,i
(Ti − T̃b,i ) and max
(Ti − T̃m+b,i ). Scaling of
imize the residual of maxb,i
i ab,i
i ab,i
tactile measurements by the ratio ab,i / maxi ab,i is done to increase the robustness of the approach against outliers. Taking the maximum of ab is done because
the resolution (density) of the vision-based point measurements is not known
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(e.g. due to distance affecting the density). The sum of weights ab is related to
the effective number of corresponding points for a particular tactile measurement (in the corresponding measurement window), and is used as a heuristic
estimate of the number of points. By scaling the weights ab by their maximum,
the unmodified measurement uncertainty R will correspond to the uncertainty
in the most dense area with contact. Statistically, the uncertainty of each tactile
measurement is scaled so that the measurement variance is inversely dependent
on the number of points.
T̃b
and
For Kalman filter update, the Jacobians of the measurement models ∂∂x
∂ T̃m+b
∂x ,

are needed, that is, the partial derivatives with respect to all variables in
the state. For a first order approximation, the effect of derivative of the weight
is assumed to be negligible compared to the derivative of (2) and (4) and the
T̃b
weight is not assumed to change. The partial derivative for ∂∂x
is calculated as
n
X
∂ T̃b
1
∂pb,n
= PN
wb,n
∂x
∂x
n=1 wb,n n=1

(12)

m+b
. Note that the Jacobians also depend on the individual
and similarly for ∂ T̃∂x
point locations and therefore the point locations will be adjusted during state
estimation.
In situations where the initialization of bias and mirroring parameters is
poor, an alternative formulation of correspondence and weight calculation can
be used. In the case of poor initialization, the weights (probabilities) of all
points may approach zero which causes the estimation process to fail. The previous formulation (9) does not include an assumption that at least one object
point has to be near a tactile point to explain the contact. To avoid the problem of negligible weights, the assumption can be changed so that the closest
object points are used to explain the contact for each tactile point. This can be
formulated so that
(
p(pn |Ť, C) if D2 (pn , Ť, C) < 7.815
wn (pn ) =
(13)
0
elsewhere

where Ť is the vector median [Astola et al., 1990] of the five closest object points
to T. Defined this way Ť is not necessarily close to T, but is always close to
object points. The closest object points are calculated using the Mahalanobis
distance D2 (pn ) = (pn − T)T C−1 (pn − T). The vector median is used to limit
the effect of noise and to increase the robustness if outliers appear in the visual
measurement. The approach guarantees that non-negligible weights appear for
each measurement and the estimation proceeds to some direction.
It should be noted that the alternative formulation makes a stronger assumption about perfect planar symmetry of the objects. Consider for example
an object that has parts which violate planar symmetry. With the original formulation, they are not taken into consideration for adjusting the pose of the
symmetry plane because they are far away from the tactile contacts. However,
with the alternative formulation, points, no matter how far away, can be considered as correspondences to the tactile contacts and the symmetry parameters
will be adjusted accordingly.
Some examples with gross errors in the initial symmetry parameters are
presented in Fig. 4. The alternative formulation would succeed in cases (a) and
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(a) OK

(b) Not OK

(c) OK

(d) Not OK

Figure 4: Example initializations with alternative formulation.
(c), but would fail with cases (b) and (d), because the front and back overlap
too much. In the process of trying to force some visual points near the tactile
elements the object model might diverge even further from the real object model.
The original formulation would fail to generate a reasonable object model in all
of these cases, but on the other hand it would not diverge in cases (b) and (d).

5.2

Initializing covariances

There are various covariances (corresponding to uncertainties) involved in the
Kalman filter and in the overall fusion method. Examples of covariances and
their comparative proportions are presented in Fig. 5.
The measurement error covariance R is initialized as a flattened ellipsoid in
the direction of normal vector of each tactile element. The objective is that the
errors are fixed more aggressively in the direction of the normal than along the
plane of the tactile sensor. The process noise covariance, Q, was not set as only
single grasps were performed in the experiments, but it should reflect the effect
of grasping the object again, i.e., it should increase the bias uncertainty.
The state covariance P includes the covariance of the bias and mirroring parameters and covariance of individual object points, Po , and it is initialized in a
block-diagonal fashion. The camera-robot calibration method presented in Ilonen and Kyrki [2011] was used in some of the experiments and it gives a 6 DoF

Cm+b + Ct

Back

Cm+b
Ct
R

Po
Cb + Ct
Cb
Ct
Front

R
Po

Figure 5: Examples of covariances.
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uncertainty for the robot-camera pose, part of which could be included in the
4 DoF bias covariance. However, bias parameters also include the object movement during grasping. For other parameters diagonal covariances were used,
i.e., only variances. In the experiments, the variances were based on their physical interpretation and further adjusted experimentally. Physical interpretation
means that for example symmetry parameter mr corresponds approximately to
object thickness. A reasonable upper bound for its variance can be established
from the maximum aperture of the gripper. The same holds for the covariance
of the mirroring parameters and the individual point locations, Po .
The measurement covariance C represents the uncertainty in the correspondence between tactile and object points. It depends on two independent components: (i) the uncertainty of contact location within the tactile sensor and
(ii) the uncertainty in the sensor location due to the uncertainty in the current
state P. The constant component Ct is formed as an elongated ellipsoid with
its major axis being aligned with the normal of the tactile element. Thereby, a
tactile element “sees” further along its normal to increase the chance that some
object points are found, but not that far beyond its boundaries to avoid overlap
between neighboring tactile elements.
The second component of the uncertainty depends on the current state uncertainty, P. The state includes four bias parameters, b = (bx , by , bz , bθ ), and two
mirroring parameters, m = (mr , mθ ). Their covariance must be propagated to
the 3-D world coordinates. In general given a non-linear function f : RM → RN
and a random vector v in RM , the approximation of mean and covariance of
f (v) can be computed in the vicinity of the mean v of the distribution. The
∂f
approximation of f is f (v) ≈ f (v) + Jf (v − v), where Jf is the Jacobian ∂v
evaluated at v. The first-order approximation of random variable f (v) has mean
f (v) and covariance Σf = Jf ΣJTf (Hartley and Zisserman [2003]).
The covariance of the bias parameters in the state covariance, CP,b , propagated to the world coordinates using Jacobian of (2) evaluated at the position
of the current state is
 
 T



∂fb 
 CP,b ∂fb 
Cb =
.
(14)

∂b x
∂b x
The total covariance for one tactile element is then C = Ct + Cb and similarly
for mirrored+biased points with state covariance CP,m+b with Jacobian of (4).
The relatively high uncertainty of the symmetry line parameters explains why
the shape of Cm+b becomes elongated in Fig. 5.

5.3

Practical considerations

The major parameters are the symmetry plane, m, and the bias, b. Together
they model the overall object shape. By including the individual object points,
p1...N , in the state local appearance can be corrected by the tactile information,
for example to correct errors caused by visual noise. This requires that the
state estimation is done in two stages where first only bias and symmetry are
corrected and in the second stage also individual points are moved to make local
corrections in areas where the tactile information is available. If all parameters
are adjusted from the beginning instead of making global corrections, the state
might be ”corrected” by making unrealistic changes to individual point locations. In the experiments the results are divided into three stages. At Stage 0 ,
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the state is initialized using one of the methods described in Section 4. At Stage
1 , bias and symmetry parameters have been adjusted after a number of IEKF
iterations on the tactile data. At Stage 2 also the individual point locations
have been adjusted.
In the experiments a hybrid approach to weight methods is always used.
The estimation starts with the alternative weight method, (13). When sufficient
contact to all tactile elements is reached, the weighting function is changed to
Equation 9. For robustness against noise, sufficient in this case refers to contact
consisting of more than one tactile pixel.

6

Experiments

The experiments to be presented aim firstly to evaluate the accuracy of the
object reconstruction. Moreover, we try to discover the possible failure modes
of the proposed system and to assess the range of conditions for successful operation. To do this, Sec. 6.1 analyzes the robustness of the proposed methods
against noise in the point cloud and against errors in the symmetry initialization. Synthetic data will be used to perform the experiments under controlled
conditions. To evaluate the accuracy of the object reconstruction of real objects,
Sections 6.2 and 6.3 describe experiments with real visual and tactile sensory
data from two robotic platforms. Specifically, we will compare the two different
initialization methods and show that the proposed method works with different
numbers of contact points and for objects of varying complexity.

6.1

Synthetic data

We begin the synthetic data experiments by demonstrating how the method
works in general using 3-D data and multiple contact surfaces. Next, we study
quantitatively the performance of the estimation when the initialization is imperfect.
6.1.1

3-D example

This example demonstrates the basic approach and its ability to use tactile sensors in a non-parallel configuration. A synthetic 3D point cloud of a cylinder
taken from one view point has been generated together with contact locations
for three sensor locations. The locations of visible points are also corrupted
by Gaussian noise. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 (see Fig. 1 for the explanation of the color scheme). Figure 6(a) shows the incorrectly initialized bias and
mirroring parameters. Figure 6(b) shows the result of the estimation after 30
IEKF iterations at which point the mirroring parameters have been approximately corrected. After 30 iterations, also the point locations were included in
the state updates. The state converged at iteration 415 as shown in Fig. 6(c)–
6(d). A detail of point movement near the rightmost tactile sensor is visualized
as lines in Fig. 6(e), which shows that the noise in the points corresponding to
tactile sensors has been removed. The point trajectories do not point strictly towards the tactile points because the bias and mirroring parameters are updated
simultaneously with the point locations.
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(a) initial

(b) i = 30

(c) i = 415

(d) i = 415 in 3-D (e) i = 415
detail

Figure 6: A 3-D example; (a) Initial setting; (b) 30 iterations of IEKF corrected
bias and mirroring; (c–d) at iteration 415 also the point locations were straightened near tactile elements; (e) a detail near the rightmost tactile element with
point trajectories.
6.1.2

Quantitative results

The following synthetic tests have been performed using a setting similar to
the previous 3-D example with a cylinder of 40mm radius and a top grasp.
The quality of the fusion under different initialization errors is measured as the
magnitude of the error for the estimated cylinder diameter.
The studied initial parameters are illustrated in Fig. 7. First, we have the
angle of the gripper relative to the object (tactile angle) demonstrated in the
top row of Fig. 7. The mirroring parameters θ and r are shown in the second
and third rows and bias magnitude in XY-plane is shown in the bottom row.
For the bias magnitude, each experiment has been repeated five times with the
same magnitude and a random direction. A front-and-back grasp corresponding
to tactile angle 0◦ gives the most applicable information for the fusion method.
The effect of increasing visual noise was not studied, because of the difficulty
of generating realistic noise in depth data. Instead, in Section 6.2 and 6.3 we
study the performance of the proposed method in the presence of real world
noise from two sensors with very different noise characteristics: the Kinect and
a stereo camera.
First, we show experiments with a parallel jaw gripper when the initial bias
is correct, corresponding to the case of no camera calibration error and no object
movement during grasping. The error in mirroring parameters and the tactile
angle are varied, with the tactile angle 0◦ corresponding to the front-and-back
grasp which is the easiest case for the fusion method. The results are presented
in Fig. 8 which shows the error in the estimated cylinder diameter. For tactile
angle 0◦ , the results are consistently good (diameter error smaller than 4mm)
with symmetry parameters θ up to 45◦ and |r| ≤ 30mm. With higher values of
θ, the front of the object will be mirrored on top of itself (θ = 90◦ case in Fig. 7)
and the fusion can no longer separate the front and back. With r < −30mm,
the front and back of the initial object model become too widely separated and
with r > 30mm, the front and back start to overlap and the correct object
model cannot be estimated. With a tactile angle of ±45◦ the method is more
sensitive to correct initialization. With a tactile angle ±90◦ (object is grasped
from the sides) the method cannot correct large errors in r, which is also evident
considering the illustration of the case in Fig. 7.
A similar test was conducted for a three finger gripper with a cylindrical
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tactile angle = 0 ◦

tactile angle = 45 ◦

tactile angle = 90 ◦

θ = 0◦

θ = 45 ◦

θ = 90 ◦

r = -20mm

r = 20mm

θ = 45 ◦ , r = 10mm

bias magn. = 10mm

bias magn. = 20mm

bias magn. = 30mm

Figure 7: Tested initial parameters with a simulated parallel jaw gripper. Topleft corresponds to case where all parameters are at zero.
grasp where the fingers are separated by 120◦ . Examples of used tactile angles
for this case are shown in Fig. 9(a) and the corresponding results in Fig. 9(b).
In this case, both tactile angles 0◦ and 180◦ correspond to front-and-back touch.
However, the latter gives much better result because it has two contacts with
the front side and is therefore less susceptible to errors in θ. For a tactile angle
of 0◦ a large error in θ may cause one finger on the back of the object to have no
correspondence in the model. Grasps with tactile angle ±90◦ work reasonably
well in this case because two of the fingers are still touching front and back,
unlike in the two finger case.
Finally, the tolerance of the method to bias error was studied using the best
discovered tactile angle from the previous experiment. The mirroring parameters were also varied. With a parallel jaw gripper this means using tactile angle
tactile angle 0.0 ◦
90

90

67.5

67.5

tactile angle ±45.0 ◦
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tactile angle ±90.0 ◦
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Figure 8: Test results with a simulated parallel jaw gripper with varying initial
mirroring parameters and tactile angle.
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tactile angle = 0 ◦

tactile angle = -90 ◦

tactile angle = 90 ◦

tactile angle = 180 ◦

(a) Tactile angles
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(b) Test results

Figure 9: Examples and results with simulated three finger gripper.
0◦ with results given in Fig. 10(a). For a three-fingered hand, the results for
tactile angle 180◦ are presented in Fig. 10(b). The graphs show the first, second
and third quartile as well as minimum and maximum of the error averaged over
five samples of bias per pair of symmetry parameters (r, θ). We considered 5
values of r with |r| ≤ 15mm and 3 values of θ with θ ≤ 45◦ . The bias samples
have the magnitude as indicated on the x-axis but exhibit a random orientation.
This results in 75 data points for each bias magnitude.
With the two finger configuration and bias error up to 15mm, the median
errors remain less than 4mm, although single failure cases occur rarely. With a
three-fingered hand the median error remains the same up to 50mm bias error
with only isolated failures. Having more tactile information in the form of more
tactile sensors which encompasses the grasped object is clearly beneficial.
|r| ≤ 15mm, |θ| ≤ 45 0

40

|r| ≤ 15mm, |θ| ≤ 45 0
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(a) Two finger gripper
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(b) Three finger gripper

Figure 10: Results with synthetic data with increasing amount of initial bias
error.
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6.2
6.2.1

Experiments with a parallel jaw gripper
Set up

These experiments were performed with a robotic platform in LUT (Lappeenranta University of Technology). The platform consists of a Kinect sensor, a
Mitsubishi Melfa RV3-SB industrial robot arm, and a Schunk PG-70 parallel
jaw gripper equipped with tactile sensors by Weiss Robotics. The gripper and
the type of the tactile sensor can be seen in Fig. 11(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 11: 11(a) Gripper equipped with tactile sensors. The grid highlights the
tactile element with 6 × 14 tactile ”pixels”, measuring 22 × 50mm. 11(b) The
objects tested with the parallel-jaw gripper. A CD drive, a plastic case, a spray
bottle and a salt cylinder.
Robot-camera calibration was performed using the method by Ilonen and
Kyrki [2011]. The method uses a LED marker attached to the gripper and
automatically finds the pose between camera and robot frames in axis-angle and
translation form. The method also provides uncertainty of the transformation
based on the backpropagated variance of the marker locations.
After calibration, an object was placed on a table, a point cloud was captured
using Kinect and the point cloud was segmented. Since in this paper the focus is
on fusing tactile and visual information, we simplified the segmentation problem
by considering only single objects standing on a table plane of known pose.
Given this, all points in the point cloud less than 20mm above the table plane
were removed and the remaining points were clustered and the largest cluster
was selected as the object of interest.
Due to the small maximum aperture of the parallel jaw gripper of 65mm,
the set of graspable objects was limited to relatively simple and thin objects.
Four objects of different shapes were chosen and are shown in Fig. 11(b): a CDdrive, a salt container (cylinder), a plastic case (housing a jigsaw puzzle) and
a spray bottle. For the first three objects, we evaluate the difference between
the physical dimensions of the estimated object and ground truth dimensions
measured manually. For the spray bottle, ground truth was determined by
fitting a mesh model to the point cloud. This model is obtained from the
KIT Object Models Database [KIT, 2007]. We evaluated geometric deviations
between the estimated object shape and ground truth.
The symmetry initialization method presented in Section 4.1 generated a
top grasp that was then executed. The results are reported also for the case
the symmetry initialization was performed using the method presented in Section 4.2. The first initialization method, PS-initialization (for Proprioceptive
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Sensing), applies the grasp information from a parallel jaw gripper to the symmetry parameters before starting the fusion process while the second more general symmetry initialization method, VC-initialization (for Visual Constraint),
is based purely on visual information.
6.2.2

Dimension measurements

We first present results for the CD-drive and plastic case. The physical measurements in these cases were the width (42mm for drive, 44mm for case), and
the angle between the two sides, which should be 0◦ for both objects. The measurements were obtained from the reconstructed models by robustly fitting lines
(using iteratively re-weighted least squares with a bisquare weighting function)
to a top-down (projected to XY-plane) view of the front and back parts of the
point cloud. The width was measured as the shortest distance from the center
of the grasp. During repeated experiments, the objects were placed in different
locations in the robot workspace with differing angles to the Kinect.
A visual example of the results can be seen in Fig. 12(a-c) for the CDdrive. Numeric results for five repeated experiments are shown in Table 1 (for
drive) and Table 2 (for plastic case). Experiments were repeated five times by
placing the objects in different part of the robot’s working area and in different
pose compared to Kinect. With the PS-initialization the initial object widths
were much closer to true values than with the VC-initialization, which often
underestimated the object width. Nevertheless the final results after fusion in
Stages 1 and 2 were remarkably similar. The angle is not corrected perfectly to
0◦ because of the small tactile sensor width (22mm) and quantization effects in
the Kinect-generated point cloud caused by the limited depth resolution. The
final errors for the plastic case are larger than for the CD-drive. This is due to
larger sensor deformations in the smaller contact area.

(a) Stage 0

(b) Stage 2

(c) Reconstruction

Figure 12: Results with the CD-drive (measurement 2); (a&b) Top-view; front
and back with fitted black lines, cross marks the center; (c) Reconstructed
object.
Next, we present results with the salt container, which is a cylinder with
diameter 53mm. In this case the error was measured as the diameter of the
point cloud projected to the XY-plane. The circle fit was performed using an
implementation of Taubin’s circle fit algorithm [Taubin, 1991]. Visual example
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Table 1: Results with a CD-drive, the measured thickess was 42mm and the
angle between opposing sides 0◦ .
Exp# / Stage
1
2
3
4
5
mean
std.dev.
error %

PS-initialization, Sec. 4.1
Thickness (mm)
Angle (deg.)
0
1
2
0
1
2
39.32
40.19
40.17
0.79
3.92
3.82
38.96
41.21
41.21
4.47
1.09
1.24
35.76
44.22
44.13
7.53
5.66
5.20
31.90
39.05
38.89
13.90
13.01
13.10
40.39
41.33
41.33
0.33
1.06
1.03
37.27
41.20
41.15
5.40
4.95
4.88
3.46
1.92
1.94
5.58
4.92
4.92
11.3%
1.9%
2.0%

1
2
3
4
5
mean
std.dev.
error %

VC-initialization, Sec. 4.2
24.87
40.09
40.05
14.35
27.44
40.98
41.01
9.22
31.95
44.15
44.06
5.83
34.18
40.08
39.89
4.12
12.51
41.80
41.76
14.44
26.19
41.42
41.35
9.59
8.48
1.69
1.69
4.75
37.6%
1.4%
1.6%

11.57
4.56
4.21
0.57
7.68
5.72
4.13

11.59
4.40
3.92
1.65
7.51
5.81
3.85

of the results is in Fig. 13 and numerical results are shown in Table 3 for both
methods.
With VC-initialization, test case 3 failed to converge because of a frontto-front initialization (similarly to Fig. 4(d)). Omitting the measurement 3,
numbers are again very similar for PS-initialization, but it does not suffer from
the problem of creating unsuitable initializations and therefore all five test cases
worked almost equally. The constant slight overestimation of the diameter was
caused by the fact that the tactile sensor deforms while grasping and therefore
is not planar when grasping a cylinder.

(a) Stage 0

(b) Stage 2

(c) Reconstruction

Figure 13: Results with the salt container (measurement 1).

6.2.3

Geometric Deviation

The last object in the set tested with the parallel jaw gripper is the spray
bottle. Compared to the other objects, it is of more complex shape and cannot
be approximated by e.g. a box or cylinder. However, it is still planar symmetric.
With the following experiment, we want to show that the proposed method
of fusing visual and tactile data can also successfully approximate the full 3-D
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Table 2: Results with a plastic case. Ground truth width: 44mm. Ground
truth angle between opposing sides 0◦ .
Exp# / Stage
1
2
3
4
5
mean
std.dev.
error %

PS-initialization, Sec. 4.1
Thickness (mm)
Angle (deg.)
0
1
2
0
1
2
39.88
42.10
42.11
0.46
0.74
0.74
39.82
42.60
42.61
4.24
3.35
3.39
40.20
46.38
46.36
3.49
4.96
5.72
34.49
41.28
41.29
5.96
5.07
5.12
39.35
40.21
40.20
1.17
1.14
1.11
38.75
42.51
42.51
3.06
3.05
3.22
2.40
2.34
2.33
2.25
2.05
2.26
11.9%
3.4%
3.4%

1
2
3
4
5
mean
std.dev.
error %

VC-initialization, Sec. 4.2
18.56
42.11
42.12
1.26
38.51
42.63
42.68
6.16
30.23
46.01
46.07
8.14
32.36
41.27
41.28
6.59
21.63
40.22
40.21
1.70
28.26
42.45
42.47
4.77
8.12
2.19
2.21
3.10
35.8%
3.5%
3.5%

1.21
2.27
1.61
5.42
1.38
2.38
1.74

1.22
2.73
1.61
5.49
1.37
2.48
1.78

Table 3: Results with a salt cylinder, diameter 53mm.
PS-initialization, Sec. 4.1
Diameter (mm)
Stage
0
1
2
1
45.85
54.86
54.73
2
43.14
55.53
55.75
45.53
54.71
54.70
3
4
45.48
55.57
55.46
5
47.68
55.98
55.98
mean
45.54
55.33
55.32
std.dev.
1.62
0.53
0.59
error %
14.1%
4.4%
4.4%
VC-initialization, Sec. 4.2
1
47.33
54.95
54.90
2
36.89
57.35
57.38
52.23
54.56
54.50
4
5
45.20
54.94
54.94
mean
45.41
55.45
55.43
6.40
1.28
1.32
std.dev.
error %
14.3%
4.6%
4.6%

shape of a more complex object.
As a data set we use segmented point clouds of the spray bottle in five
different poses. For evaluation, we compute the geometric deviation between
the completed point cloud of the spray bottle and its ground truth mesh model
as follows. Let sl with l ∈ {1 . . . L} be a set of sample points from the surface
of the polygonal mesh as in [Roy et al., 2004]. Then, for each point p in the
completed point cloud, there exist a sample ŝ = arg minl d(p, sl ) with d(·, ·)
denoting the Euclidean distance. d(p, ŝ) is then the geometric deviation to the
ground truth model at this location of the estimated full object model. Note that
we only have access to the mesh and its ground truth pose, not to ground truth
correspondences between reconstructed object model and mesh. Therefore, for
some object model points their closest point on the mesh might not be the
real corresponding one. A heatmap visualizing the geometric deviation between
point cloud and mesh model is shown in Fig. 14. Histograms over the same data
are shown in Fig. 15. These are compactly represented as box-and-whiskers plots
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Figure 14: Heatmap for spray bottle during shape estimation process. Completed point cloud is overlaid with the ground truth mesh during Stage 0, 1 and
2 (from left to right). Color indicates geometric deviation of each 3D point to
object mesh model: Blue refers to 0mm and red to 30 mm. Please note that
the heatmaps are not shown from the viewpoint of the camera. Best viewed in
color.
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Figure 15: Example histograms of geometric deviation [mm] between ground
truth mesh and reconstructed object in Stage 0, 1 and 2 (from left to right).
This is the same information as shown in form of heatmaps in Fig. 14.
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Figure 16: Median, first and third quartile of histograms shown in Fig. 15.
in Fig. 16 showing the median, first and third quartile as well as well as minimum
and maximum deviation.
Results Figure 17 shows the geometric deviation for each orientation of the
spray bottle and each stage of the reconstruction method. They differ in the
initialization method. While the results in in the left column of Figure 17
stem from the initialization of the symmetry plane using visibility constraints
(VC as introduced in Section 4.2), the symmetry in the right column has been
initialized using proprioceptive sensing (PS as introduced in Section 4.1). The
corresponding heatmaps can be seen in Figure 18.
Let us first compare the geometric deviation in these figures for Stage 0,
i.e. when no correction of the symmetry plane pose has yet been done. The
first observation we can make is that the error variance for the VC-initialization
is significantly smaller than for the PS method in Cases 2-4, almost equal in
Case 1 and in Case 5 PS performs significantly better. Furthermore, in the
Stages 1 and 2 of the fusion method, the Cases 2, 3 and 4 yield a much better
reconstruction of object shape when they are initialized using VC than when
the PS method is used. Case 1 yields almost the same results for both methods
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Figure 17: Spray bottle with Left) VC-initialization and Right) PSinitialization: Evaluation of the deviation to the ground truth mesh.

Figure 18: Heatmaps for the five orientations of the spray bottle during the estimation process. Left Column) Initialization using visibility constraints. Right
Colum) Initialization using proprioceptive feedback. Each smaller image shows
the completed point clouds overlaid with the ground truth mesh during Stage
0, 1 and 2 (from left to right). Color indicates geometric deviation of each 3D
point to object mesh model: Blue refers to 0mm and red to 30 mm. Please
note that the heatmaps are not shown from the viewpoint of the camera. Best
viewed in color.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19: Reconstruction of spray bottle with PS-initialization. (a) Original
(b) Stage 0 (c) Stage 2
with PS being slightly better. In Case 5, the object reconstruction completely
diverges when initialized with VC.
When inspecting the heatmaps in Figure 18 more closely, we can observe
that PS-initialization (right column) only determines the symmetry plane accurately when the side of the bottle is parallel to the image plane of the camera.
Otherwise, the initial symmetry parameters often have significant errors especially in the orientation. Because of this, the grasp is often performed with an
orientation that causes the object to rotate tens of degrees. Consequently the
Stage 0 object reconstruction is often poor. In the Cases 1 and 5, where the initial error in the rotation of the symmetry plane was not as severe, the proposed
method was able to improve the initial estimate significantly. A successful example of this can be seen in Fig. 19. In the initial reconstruction there is a wide
gap in the back of the bottle, which was corrected in the final reconstruction
using the tactile information. Correcting errors in the rotation of the symmetry
plane is in general difficult with information from a parallel jaw gripper because
the information is from two small local patches of the object. This is reflected
in the large distances of the first and third quartile from the median and larger
maximum deviations. It indicates a large point spread around zero deviation
from ground truth.
The image-based VC-initialization shows advantages in this case of a more
complex object. It can usually determine the angle very close to the true angle.
Errors are mainly made in terms of plane location which the fusion method can
easily correct. Case 5 of the spray bottles shows a large error in positioning
of the symmetry plane similar to the situation shown in Figure 4(b). Here the
original and mirrored parts strongly overlap and the method cannot separate
the two overlapping object parts.

6.3

Experiments with a three-finger hand

In this section, we present a second set of experimental results on real data.
We use a robotic platform that is equipped with a different vision sensor than
the previous platform and a three-fingered hand. Thereby we can expect more
tactile contacts than with a parallel-jaw gripper and we want to show how the
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proposed method performs when a richer set of contact locations is available.
6.3.1

Set up

The second set of experimental data was collected at Kungliga Tekniska Högskolan (KTH). The platform consists of the Armar III robotic head, a Kuka 6 DoF
robotic arm, and a three-fingered Schunk Dextrous Hand 2.0 equipped with
six tactile sensors by Weiss robotics, two in each finger (in distal and proximal
phalanges), see Fig. 21. The head has both wide and narrow angle cameras in
both eyes. The narrow-angle cameras were used for reconstructing the point
cloud. Objects were segmented using the active segmentation method proposed
by Björkman and Kragic [2010]. We considered eight different objects and
placed them in varying orientations relative to the robot head on an otherwise
empty table. A top grasp was performed for each object. An example view
for each object before and after a grasp can be seen in Fig. 20. The number
of orientations per objects are given in Table 4. In this dataset, we only used
VC-initialization. During the time of data collection, the calibration between
robot head and hand was erroneous. This caused mis-alignment of up to 150mm
between the object point cloud and the position of the tactile sensors calculated
with forward kinematics of the arm and hand. As the main interest in this
article is combining the visual and tactile information, the calibration errors
were fixed manually.

Figure 20: Example views and grasps of test objects. Object names: Box, bread,
coffee, cup, saltCyl, jam, saltbox and sedan.

Figure 21: KTH robotic platform. Left) Kuka robotic arm and Schunk Dextrous
Hand. Right) Armar III active head.

box
4

Table 4: Number of examples for each object.
bread coffee cup jam saltCyl saltbox sedan
1
5
8
3
2
5
1
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For evaluation, we fitted a ground truth mesh to the segmented point clouds
of each object. As with the spray bottle, these meshes are from the KIT Object
Model Database [KIT, 2007]. Geometric deviation between ground truth meshes
and the estimated object shape was measured as described in Section 6.2.3.
6.3.2

Results

In Fig. 23, the geometric deviation is evaluated. We compare the performance
given only visual information (Stage 0), when tactile information is included to
adjust the symmetry plane (Stage 1) and also the position of the points (Stage
2). An example heatmap visualizing this measure for each test object is given
in Fig. 22.

(a) Box

(b) Bread

(c) Coffee

(d) Cup

(e) Jam

(f) Salt cylinder

(g) Salt box

(h) Sedan

Figure 22: Example heatmaps for each KTH test object during the estimation
process. Each image shows the completed point clouds overlaid with the ground
truth mesh during Stage 0, 1 and 2 (from left to right). Color indicates geometric
deviation of each 3D point to object mesh model: Blue refers to 0mm and red
to 30 mm. Please note that the heatmaps are not shown from the viewpoint of
the camera. Best viewed in color.
The values are computed by averaging over the box-and-whiskers data for
the different poses of each object (see Table 4). The plots are box-and-whiskers
plots showing the median, first and third quartile as well as well as minimum
and maximum deviation.
As a first observation we can see that for the majority of objects, fusing
visual and tactile information yields in an improved object reconstruction that
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Figure 23: Evaluation of the Deviation between the Ground Truth Mesh and
the mirrored point cloud i) using vision data only (Stage 0) ii) using vision and
tactile data to correct mirroring parameters (Stage 1) ii) using vision and tactile
data to additionally correct point positions (Stage 2).
is closer to the true object model. However, exceptions remain. We will analyze
the results for each object in the following.
Box and coffee are box-like objects where the VC-initialization has often
slightly overestimated the object size. Fusing visual and tactile data has corrected that.
The cup is a more complex object compared to the others in the set. Specifically, it is an object with an opening such that points on the backside are
already visible. In general, the proposed method performs well and achieves a
good approximation of the true shape of the cup. The high variance in geometric deviation stems from the handle, that is usually not aligned with its ground
truth position.
Bread and saltbox are also box-like. Especially the bread box is very deformable and therefore the fusion has not helped as clearly as with the rigid box
and coffee.
The sedan is a slightly more complex object and the fusion has improved the
object model quality. The VC-initialization has however resulted in an erroneous
orientation of the symmetry plane. The proposed method only corrected for the
plane position and had difficulties correcting the orientation.
Jam and saltCyl are cylindrical objects with very good initializations. However, jam initializations are front-and-front (see Fig. 4(d)) which causes one of
the three test cases to diverge and the average error increases mainly because of
one test case. The corresponding heatmap is visualized in Figure 22(e). Saltcyl
is a rigid object and large sensor deformations occur on the small contact area,
which causes the average error to increase slightly with fusion.

6.4

Summary and Discussion

In this experimental section, we showed that the proposed method of fusing
visual and haptic sensory data can successfully reconstruct the full shape of
an unknown object from a single view. Specifically, we have shown that in
most cases, including haptic data leads to significantly improved reconstructions
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over those only made from visual data or from a combination of visual and
proprioceptive data. We performed experiments both in simulation and in the
real world. For the latter, we considered different robotic platforms and different
visual sensors. We tested on objects of varying complexity of which some could
be approximated by shape primitives such as boxes and cylinders and some were
of more complex shape.
Especially with the help of the synthetic data, we made the conditions transparent under which the method performs well, i.e., the final object reconstruction has an average geometric deviation around 5mm. We found that the following four conditions must hold: 1) the object is symmetric and rigid, 2) the pose
between the camera and tactile elements is known and accurate, 3) the object is
grasped so that there is tactile information from both front and mirrored back
side, and 4) the initial object model is relatively close to the true object. In the
following, we will discuss these four conditions.
The central assumption of the proposed method is that the grasped object
is symmetric. This assumption is reasonable especially for man-made objects as
has already been pointed out in Marton et al. [2011] by analyzing the percentage
of planar-symmetric objects in databases of household objects. We have already
slightly relaxed this assumption by also allowing point positions to be adapted
in Stage 2 of the proposed method. Furthermore, instead of considering the
resulting object reconstruction as a true model, it could be used as a shape
prior to guide probabilistic and multi-view object reconstruction methods such
as [Krainin et al., 2011, Wuthrich et al., 2012] in terms of next best viewpoint or
sampling. In this way, parts of the object that violate the symmetry assumption
could later be adapted based on visual evidence.
The rigidity of the objects is a necessary requirement to use the tactile
sensors for accurate position measurements. The effect of compliance of an
object such as for example the “bread” is visible in the large systematic error.
More sensitive tactile sensors could give earlier response when the gripper is
touching the object and reduce the effect caused by object compliance.
The assumption of knowing the calibration between camera and end-effector
is easy to fulfill given a good calibration procedure as for example proposed in
our prior work [Ilonen and Kyrki, 2011]. Both platforms on which we tested
consisted of rigid industrial robotic arms and the location of the tactile elements could be calculated with submillimeter precision using forward kinematics. Larger errors are to be expected with a more compliant arm or an active
head. However, the simulation experiments showed that relatively large errors
in the hand position can be tolerated. However, in the data collected with the
three-fingered hand, we found systematic calibration errors above this tolerance
and corrected them manually.
As shown in the simulation experiments, the requirement to get tactile measurements from both front and back of the object is crucial. At the same time,
we showed that by a good choice of the tactile angle, relatively large errors in
the initial model quality can be tolerated. To simplify the problem of grasp
synthesis, we have chosen the major eigenvector of the partial point cloud projected onto the table to determine the wrist orientation of top grasps. The initial
guess for the symmetry plane is therefore also based on the major eigenvector
to ensure that the above requirement on tactile measurements is met. In future
work, we should choose the eigenvector that is closest to being perpendicular
to the viewing direction as basis for the initial symmetry axis. In this way, the
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amount of occluded object shape that gets estimated is maximized as we have
already shown in our previous work Bohg et al. [2011]. By synthesizing a grasp
based on the initial symmetry axis, we could ensure that the aforementioned
requirement for tactile contacts is met.
Regarding the initial pose of the symmetry plane, we compared two different
methods in this paper, one of them only relying on visual data and the other
combining visual and proprioceptive sensing. These initialization methods exhibit a set of failure cases in different situations. When combining visual and
proprioceptive data, the initial pose of the symmetry plane was usually close
to the final result for simple objects. For objects of more complex shape (e.g.
spray bottle), the orientation of the initial symmetry plane would often be very
off. Due to the small contact surface of the tactile sensors it is hard to correct
large errors in orientation. In case of the initialization method that is based
on optimizing viewpoint constraints the orientation of even more complex objects was usually recovered close to the correct one. However, the thickness of
objects was often underestimated leading to difficulties in establishing correspondences between tactile sensors and point cloud. Furthermore, in case of an
indefinite symmetry plane for rotationally symmetric objects (e.g. salt cylinder),
this method often preferred a pose of the plane that resulted in a front-to-front
mirroring of the points (see Fig. 4(d)). To alleviate the shortcomings of the
initialization methods, we could consider a denser sampling of the symmetry
plane hypotheses for the method based on visibility constraints and choose a
subset of this set based on proprioceptive sensing. Object reconstruction could
also be improved by considering a set of grasps instead of only one as in this
paper. Although the proposed method is not restricted to one grasp, it was out
of the scope of this paper to re-grasp and re-estimate the symmetry plane.

7

Conclusion

In this work, a 3-D object reconstruction method combining visual and tactile information was presented. The visual model is captured as a 3-D point
cloud and tactile information acquired during grasping is combined with the
visual data using an iterated extended Kalman filter (IEKF). Experiments with
both artificially generated data and real data captured with two different robot
platforms demonstrate that the integration of the two complementary sensory
modalities significantly improves reconstruction quality.
With the advent of inexpensive 3-D sensors such as the Microsoft Kinect,
acquiring good quality point clouds from a single point of view has become an
affordable way of increasing the perceptual capabilities of robots. Many new
approaches using 3-D features have recently been developed for recognizing or
categorizing objects from singles views and estimating their pose, e.g., Rusu
et al. [2010], Wohlkinger and Vincze [2011], Lai et al. [2011]. These techniques
could benefit from taking the estimated global object shape as a prior into
account. Also multi-view approaches towards object reconstruction could take
advantage from such a prior to infer a posterior distribution over the full shape.
Moreover, many of the classic approaches towards grasp synthesis rely on
optimizing criteria that are based on contacts between fingers and object and
global object shape [Ferrari and Canny, 1992, Nguyen, 1989, Bicchi and Kumar,
2000]. Typically these are developed and evaluated mainly in simulation envi-
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ronments. More recent criteria relax the dependency on precise knowledge of
contact and object shape but still partially or fully rely on global object properties such as the principal axes or center of mass [Balasubramanian et al., 2012,
Hsiao et al., 2010]. Once an object is grasped and it has to be moved within the
environment, constraints have to be respected e.g. for collision avoidance [Berenson et al., 2011]. Having an idea about the global object shape also helps here.
In general, we believe that the ability of the proposed approach to generate
full 3-D models seems valuable to bridge the gap between simulation and the
real world. Furthermore, the approach seems to be especially suited to tasks
requiring a series of manipulation actions where simultaneously the constraints
of the environment have to be respected, since a 3-D model can be constructed
during the first grasping action and the model can be then used to choose, plan,
or refine the remaining actions.
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